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The Serger and Overlock Master Guide
"The serger is the most versatile tool a sewist can
use, capable of hemming, seaming, decorative
finishes and more. Too often, sergers are used for
finishing edges and nothing more, simply because
"it's too complicated to change the settings." Author
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Gail Yellen is here to demystify the serger and help
you get the most out of your machine! By
familiarizing yourself with the various components
and how they affect the stitch, you'll tackle new
stitches and techniques with a new enthusiasm.
Advice on threading, tension, differential feed, and
needles relevant to all models; tips for using
decorative threads that result in masterful finishes,
cover stitch and more--it's all here in Serger
Essentials!"--

How to Write a Book in a Week
Large Inspirational Sketchbook Journal This
sketchbook is the perfect tool to improve your
drawing skills! There is something magical about a
book waiting to be filled with your own work. Whether
it's a beautifully detailed sketch or a fun doodle
drawing, this sketchbook is the perfect place to create
your masterpiece. Filled with blank pages, this
drawing book is perfect for kids, girls, teens and
tweens who love to create. With large sized pages this
unruled book is perfect for school, home or work. The
large size is perfect journal log book size to throw in
your purse! The journal acts as a keepsake to record
your notes and thoughts that you can look back on for
years to come. Notebook journals also makes a
perfect gift anytime of year including birthday,
christmas, friendship gifts, journal for mothers, journal
for daughters notebook for friends or just - to inspire
someone you love today! Paper journals never need
to be charged and no batteries are required! You only
need your thoughts and dreams and something to
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write with. Perfect journal notebook sized at: 8x11,5"
High-quality paper is perfect for ink, gel pens, pencils
or colored pencils 110 pages - full of thoughts Mate
cover for silky finish what will feel amazing in your
hands! Perfect for gift giving!

Researching a Real UFO
ENGAGING STUDENTS In Phillip Schlechty's bestselling book Working on the Work, he outlined a
motivational framework for improving student
performance by improving the quality of schools
designed for students. Engaging Students offers a
next-step resource in which Schlechty incorporates
what he's learned from the field and from the
hundreds of workshops he and the Schlechty Center
staff have conducted since Working on the Work was
first published. This innovative and practical book is
focused on helping teachers become increasingly
successful in designing engaging work for their
students. Schlechty contends that rather than viewing
schools as teaching platforms, schools must be
viewed as learning platforms. Rather than seeing
schools as knowledge distribution systems, schools
must be seen as knowledge work systems. Rather
than defining teachers as instructors, teachers must
be defined as designers, leaders, and guides to
instruction. Engaging Students also includes useful
questionnaires that will facilitate discussion, analysis,
and action planning at both school and classroom
levels. Praise for Engaging Students "In Engaging
Students, Schlechty boldly delineates why the focus
on engaging students overrides the focus on test
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scores. Every teacher and administrator in my district
will use this guide to transform our entire organization
into one that is truly focused on student
engagement." —KIM REDMOND, superintendent,
Canton Local Schools, Canton, Ohio "This insightful
book reminds us that every decision made in schools
should ultimately benefit students. You will find
yourself referring to this book again and again as a
guide to support you in your role as an educator."
—ALLENE MAGILL, executive director, Professional
Association of Georgia Educators, Atlanta, Georgia
"Here is a much-enriched framework for everything
Dr. Schlechty advocates: well articulated curriculum
standards, schools as a platform for learning,
teachers as leaders and designers of engaging and
meaningful work, and students becoming responsible
for their learning." —NYANA SIMS, K-12 literacy and
induction facilitator, Goshen School District,
Torrington, Wyoming "By understanding and
implementing the principles so thoughtfully
articulated in this book, schools can become centers
of highly engaged learners—and in that endeavor find
again the joy of teaching and learning." —JOHNNY
VESELKA, executive director, Texas Association of
School Administrators, Austin, Texas

Sewing with Oilcloth
This practical step-by-step guide to haute couture
embroidery covers everything from machine and
hand stitching, to tambour beading, goldwork and
monogramming. Whether you are interested in
adding monogrammed initials to your favourite
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bathrobe, stitching a flower on your favourite jacket,
adding sparkling beads to a new dress or creating a
goldwork embellishment, Fashion Embroidery teaches
you how to add a unique touch to your clothes. In this
beautifully illustrated book, Jessica Pile, the
Production Director at Hand & Lock embroidery,
explores the intricate techniques used in fashion
embroidery. With hand-drawn designs, catwalk
photographs and step-by-step guides, this book is
perfect for beginners looking to personalise their own
clothes, as well as more experienced embroiderers
who want to apply new techniques to different fabrics.
Beginning with an inspirational overview of the
fashion industry, Jessica looks at examples of
embroideries and embellishments by a variety of
couturiers, including Christian Dior, Louis Vuitton,
Hardy Amies and Burberry. The book then
demonstrates the basics of three main techniques –
goldwork, tambour beading and embroidery stitches
including silk shading, satin and stem stitch. In do-ityourself projects, Jessica first helpfully explains the
basics of materials; she teaches you how to pick the
right fabric, what tools to use, where to source
materials, what types of wire or beads to use and
terminology. Taking influences from existing couture
designs, she then shows you how to execute these
learned techniques onto your own clothes. This book
is perfect for fashion students, textile artists, and
those who want a more unique look to their clothes.

Designer Joi's Fashion Sewing Workshop
Maybe it’s the end of the world, but not for Candace
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Chen, a millennial, first-generation American and
office drone meandering her way into adulthood in
Ling Ma’s offbeat, wryly funny, apocalyptic satire,
Severance. "A stunning, audacious book with a fresh
take on both office politics and what the apocalypse
might bring." —Michael Schaub, NPR.org “A satirical
spin on the end times-- kind of like The Office meets
The Leftovers.” --Estelle Tang, Elle NAMED A BEST
BOOK OF THE YEAR BY: NPR * The New Yorker ("Books
We Loved") * Elle * Marie Claire * Amazon Editors *
The Paris Review (Staff Favorites) * Refinery29 *
Bustle * Buzzfeed * BookPage * Bookish * Mental Floss
* Chicago Review of Books * HuffPost * Electric
Literature * A.V. Club * Jezebel * Vulture * Literary
Hub * Flavorwire Winner of the NYPL Young Lions
Fiction Award * Winner of the Kirkus Prize for Fiction *
Winner of the VCU Cabell First Novelist Award *
Finalist for the PEN/Hemingway Award for Debut
Novel * A New York Times Notable Book of 2018 * An
Indie Next Selection Candace Chen, a millennial drone
self-sequestered in a Manhattan office tower, is
devoted to routine. With the recent passing of her
Chinese immigrant parents, she’s had her fill of
uncertainty. She’s content just to carry on: She goes
to work, troubleshoots the teen-targeted Gemstone
Bible, watches movies in a Greenpoint basement with
her boyfriend. So Candace barely notices when a
plague of biblical proportions sweeps New York. Then
Shen Fever spreads. Families flee. Companies cease
operations. The subways screech to a halt. Her bosses
enlist her as part of a dwindling skeleton crew with a
big end-date payoff. Soon entirely alone, still
unfevered, she photographs the eerie, abandoned city
as the anonymous blogger NY Ghost. Candace won’t
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be able to make it on her own forever, though. Enter a
group of survivors, led by the power-hungry IT tech
Bob. They’re traveling to a place called the Facility,
where, Bob promises, they will have everything they
need to start society anew. But Candace is carrying a
secret she knows Bob will exploit. Should she escape
from her rescuers? A send-up and takedown of the
rituals, routines, and missed opportunities of
contemporary life, Ling Ma’s Severance is a moving
family story, a quirky coming-of-adulthood tale, and a
hilarious, deadpan satire. Most important, it’s a
heartfelt tribute to the connections that drive us to do
more than survive.

Pat Sloan's Celebrate the Seasons
20 fresh patterns to sew a variety of fun and
functional projects with oilcloth Sewing with Oilcloth
covers sewing with the family of specialty fabrics
collectively known as oilcloth. You'll get easy-to-follow
instructions, special tips and tricks needed to get the
most out of these fabrics, the unique applications of
each, and how to treat and care for the finished
pieces. From home goods to accessories, from baby
gear to outdoor decor, you'll find oilcloth sewing
projects that unlock the potential of both traditional
choices and new designer prints. You'll follow along
helpful, trouble-free instructions to sew oilcloth
projects like a simple tablecloth, garden apron,
farmer's market tote, baby bib, and so much more.
Includes patterns for making 20 fun and functional
projects to sew with oilcloth Offers valuable
instruction and a clean, appealing design Features
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beautiful and polished full-color photographs of all
projects Whether you're a seasoned stitcher or just
starting out in the exciting world of sewing with
oilcloth, this one-of-a-kind book gives you everything
you need to easily get the most out of this specialty
fabric.

Why I Love My Grandpa
Nancy Zieman, the nation's most recognized and
revered sewing expert, teaches aspiring and
experienced embroiders everything they need to
know to master this craft. An easy-to-understand
tutorial explains the basics of machine embroidery,
and detailed photos and illustrations depict every step
of using these machines for top-notch results.
Readers will learn about what tools are needed, how
to organize the embroidery area, types of machines,
designs, templating/positioning, software, stabilizers,
hooping fabrics, trouble shooting and finishing
touches. The book also shows readers how to apply
those skills as they use machine embroidery to
embellish everything from hats and shirts to blankets
and towels. Easy-to-follow tutorial for beginners in
machine embroidery Features a glossary of common
terms Provides inspiration or moving beyond the
basics into more advanced projects

Your Family in Pictures
Strengthening your own foundation is one of the very
best beginnings you can give your child. In The
Mindful Mom-to-Be, doula and pregnancy coach Lori
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Bregman guides you in your journey toward
motherhood by empowering you to find what works
best for you and your baby. In addition to concrete,
prescriptive health information, including nutritional
advice, natural remedies, developmental milestones,
and techniques for labor, she offers simple and
enjoyable spiritual and emotional exercises to help
you prepare for motherhood. As Lori explains, you're
not just birthing a baby; you're birthing yourself as a
mom, too. With month-by-month advice,
comprehensive checklists, and customizable birth
plans, this is your indispensible, holistic companion
for pregnancy, birth, and beyond.

Companioning at a Time of Perinatal
Loss
"Whether you're new to sewing or want to sharpen
your skills, you'll find solid foundational information
for learning and mastering sewing techniques,
including seaming, draping, measuring, making a
pattern, and more. Throughout the book, you'll find
hands-on exercises to help reinforce a new
technique"--Page 4 of cover.

Feet!
Looks at a variety of animal feet, from big feet and
fast feet to cool feet and webbed feet.

Black Man Preferred
The third book in Dawn Dais's popular Sh!t No One
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Tells You series covers all a parent needs to know
once the reality of having two children settles in.
Around the time your first baby turns a year old your
brain will turn on you. For reasons that are still not
understood by science, the sleep deprivation and
postpartum hormones you barely survived with your
first baby fade from memory and will be replaced with
idyllic images of your growing child. This is when your
brain, having officially lost all regard for your wellbeing, begins to fantasize about a second baby. And
for the first time since becoming a parent these
thoughts don't make you break out in hives. Before
you know it, you are dressing your first child in "I'm
Going to be a Big Sister!" T-shirts and catalogshopping for bunk beds. This will be fantastic! But
then that familiar morning sickness kicks in. And your
adorable 18-month-old transforms into a two-year-old
terror. That's when those hives start to return. With
Dawn Dais's trademark witty banter, The Sh!t No One
Tells You About Baby #2 includes chapters such as
"You Have Officially Lost Control of the Situation,"
"Siblings Aren't Nearly as Adorable as You Imagined,"
"You'll Have a Favorite," and "Having Kids Looks a Lot
Easier on TV."

Pat Sloan's Teach Me to Make My First
Quilt
This is the most comprehensive and up to date book
about sergers available covering all skill levels from
basic to expert. Although advanced topics are
covered the book is easy to navigate and understand.
Many people find threading a serger to be difficult, so
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an entire chapter is dedicated to threading and basic
use. The book goes on to cover advanced topics such
as troubleshooting, adjustment, maintenance &
repair. Covered in-depth are adjusting tension,
stitches, decorative stitches, needles, feet, thread and
more. From home sergers to industrial overlock
machines and coverstitch machines many of the
latest machines are featured with insights on
features, capabilities and best use for each model or
class of machine. Buying a serger can be frustrating
and time consuming because of the overwhelming
number of features and types of machines that are
available. The buying recommendations will help you
cut through the confusion and figure out what
features you really need. Most people have a
love/hate relationship with their serger. Everything is
great when the machine is working good but most
people hate them when frustrating problems arise.
This book will empower you to eliminate the hate part
of the relationship and put you in control of the
machine. In depth sections on adjusting tension and
troubleshooting will help you handle most problems
(and know which problems not to tackle). Above all
sergers are creative tools. If you know and
understand the tools you can use them efficiently and
effectively. For sewing machines check out our top
selling companion book "The Sewing Machine Master
Guide" and for sewing machine basics "The Sewing
Machine Quick Guide." The Serger and Overlock
Master Guide was written as both an eBook and print
book using optimized reflowable formatting for a
perfect presentation on small or large devices.
Everything from a basic eBook reader or Kindle to a
large screen PC or Mac is supported. Why the low
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price? Electronic publishing and print-on-demand is
used with distribution to more than 80 countries
worldwide. The pricing reflects this new technology
and distribution model.

Locs for Life
The purpose of this book is to encourage and
motivate boys & men to live up to their full potential
while making a positive impact in society. The
purpose is also to increase awareness on common
mistakes made by men so that others can avoid them
while strengthening relationships and fatherhood.
This book is for boys, men and women who love them.
The Blueprint:The Guide is comprised of:Poetry, Poetic
Devotionals, SMART Goal Setting and Business
Management ToolsBlack Man Preferred is a daily
guide designed to be completed over a period of 28
Days + 2 Extra Days & 1 Bonus. The design of the
book was done to honor the 28 days in Black History
Month, the 2 extra days we should have plus 1 extra.

Machine Embroidery With Confidence
From leading photography expert Me Ra Koh, "The
Photo Mom," comes the book for parents with little to
no photography experience who want to capture
better portraits and photos of their families using any
camera. What parent doesn’t want to capture the
perfectly imperfect joy of family life through photos?
From holidays and vacations to portraits and shared
moments, celebrated photographer (and mom) Me Ra
Koh not only helps moms and dads take better
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photos, but inspires them to discover photography as
a way to connect with, cherish, and celebrate their
family. With forty beautiful “photo recipes” anyone
can follow—with any camera—preserving your
family’s story has never been easier! From the Trade
Paperback edition.

Nice Dreads
Featuring children's own words and heart-warming
pictures, this is the perfect book for children to share
with Grandpa! 'I love my grandpa because '
Everyone's grandpa is the best. And who better to tell
the world than children themselves? This charming
book combines endearing things said by children
about their grandpas with gentle illustrations of
familiar animals. The text is amusing and insightful,
with reasons why grandpas are loved by their children
ranging from 'because he says funny things' to
'because he makes every day special'. With beautiful
pictures and charming words from children - this is
the perfect book to read together!

Serger Essentials
A flourishing life is possible—no perfection required!
Women often feel like they have to have it all
together in order to live a meaningful life. Instead
they feel inadequate, overwhelmed, and exhausted as
they to figure out how to do it all. Author, business
owner, and mom to three Lara Casey offers sound and
grace-filled advice: “We can’t do it all, and do it well.
But, we can choose to cultivate what matters.”
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Welcome to the journey of getting messy in the rich
soil of possibility—embracing imperfect, grace-filled
progress to grow a life of joy. Written as part
encouragement anthem and part practical guide,
Cultivate offers wisdom from God’s Word alongside
lessons Lara has learned in her garden. Woven
throughout is her personal story that helps release
readers from the pressure to achieve and gives them
freedom to move from planning to planting a
meaningful legacy. “It’s in the imperfect—the mess of
the dirt--that good things grow,” Casey reminds
readers. “Peonies grow through the dirt, and so do
we.” Readers will learn to embrace the season they’re
in, finding balance as they interact in fresh ways with
their current life scenarios, with God, and in the
communities where they are planted. Special features
include Actionable Cultivate It prompts throughout
the book A ten-week Cultivate Together discussion
guide with questions for small groups “Grace from the
Garden” vignettes provide encouragement and
inspiration Find the joy and the freedom that comes in
cultivating what matters, little by little, with God’s
transforming grace.

Beating the Odds: A Teen Guide to 75
Superstars Who Overcame Adversity
Is this the year you are finally going to share your
message with the world? Don't let the idea of having
to write a book hold you back. It's easier than you
think, and you don't even have to actually write the
book yourself Never thought about writing a book?
Maybe you should consider it! Publishing a book will
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give you expert status, help spread your message and
increase sales of your other products and services. It
may even kick-start or boost your public speaking
career. Writing, publishing and promoting a book has
never been easier. You can do it in a week. This guide
will teach you: The best kept secrets to a quick start
for writing, promotion and sales Smart writing process
hacks Alternatives to writing the book yourself Selfpublishing The keys to launching a successful book,
superfast "I just published my book. What I haven't
been able to achieve in the past three years I did in
just 7 days!" Chris About the authors Esther Jacobs
(The Netherlands, 1970) is an international (TEDx)
speaker and author. Esther has given over 1000
keynotes and is (co)author of 21 books. Her
workshops have helped over 400 entrepreneurs to
write their book. The NO EXCUSES LADY helps leaders
and entrepreneurs to transform their challenges into
opportunities. Marie Stern (Germany, 1982) is an
"Amazon Self-Publishing Ninja." She authored 7
bestselling Amazon books, even though she wasn't
even good at writing in school. However, she spent
many hours browsing and reading in bookstores,
discovering the secret behind successful books. As a
former data mining analyst, she knows how important
research is and how to find structure in any process.
Marie helped many non-writers have their book
written and likes to share her best knowledge on how
to self-publishing and sell books. Esther and Marie
met at a conference, where they were giving a book
writing workshop. They decided to write this book in
just one day, using their own tested method. And now
they're inviting you to try it, too!
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50 Days of Hope
"Includes the rediscovered part four"--Cover.

Threads Sewing Guide
Have you ever thought about locking your African
textured/type hair? Are you afraid what others will say
or think about you? Do you need a guide to help you
through the process? Do you already have
Locs/Locks/Dreads and need style/care ideas or
encouragement from other sisters who have? If you
have answered yes to any of these questions then
"Locs For Life: The Root to Well Being for African
American Women" is the book for you! It is an easy
read with a plethora of stories outlining the journey of
hair locking. Topics such as colorism, racism, beauty
standards and other social issues are candidily
discussed by the writer. What is most unique about
this book is that the writer prepares you for the
emotional/spiritual aspects of hair locking. Kalimah
Johnson is Masters Level Social Worker and uses
those tools to discuss this topic from a sensitive and
comprehensive standpoint. Her expertise and
courageous efforts will provide you with all the tools,
power and knowledge you will need to inspire you to
wear your hair out in the world "as is".

Australian Books in Print
Rooted in the creative success of over 30 years of
supermarket tabloid publishing, the Weekly World
News has been the world's only reliable news source
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since 1979. The online hub
www.weeklyworldnews.com is a leading
entertainment news site.

Your Child in Pictures
Presents an introduction to basic sewing techniques,
covering such topics as fabric, patterns, seams,
cutting, hems, and surface embellishment.

Forthcoming Books
Presents an introduction to beadwork, with detailed,
step-by-step explanations of beginner and advanced
techniques, instructions for twelve projects, and a
gallery of finished works by professional artists.

Master the Coverstitch Machine
Jonathan Livingston Seagull
The ultimate coverstitch guide to help you master the
coverstitch machine and create beautiful, professionalquality, garments. Fully illustrated step-by-step
instruction on everything from hemming knits and
sewing necklines to jeans making and sewing
underwear. Includes chapters on accessories,
needles, thread and troubleshooting.

Dragon Sketchbook
Many famous people have overcome difficult
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circumstances and gone on to become successful in
their fields. This book profiles the lives of 75
courageous and persistent people who have
triumphed over adversity. These individuals have
conquered a range of problems, including physical,
psychological, social, and economic handicaps.
Individuals profiled come from a range of professions
and reflect battles against religious prejudice, medical
conditions, eating disorders, poverty, and other social
ills. Among the people profiled are Mitch Albom,
Hillary Clinton, Magic Johnson, Stephen King, Greg
Louganis, and Henry Winkler. The volume includes an
historical timeline, a list of relevant films documenting
the achievements of these superstars, and a general
bibliography. Some of the most successful people in
our society have overcome great odds in order to
achieve their dreams. Through courage and
persistence, they have triumphed over a range of
adversities and serve as models for students faced
with similar circumstances. This book profiles the
struggles and accomplishments of 75 such individuals
from all walks of life. Each entry highlights the
physical, psychological, social, or economic struggles
of the person and discusses how the person won their
battle against adversity. Among the individuals
profiled are: Mitch Albom, Roseanne Barr, Sandra
Cisneros, Hillary Clinton, Pat Conroy, Michael J. Fox,
Magic Johnson, Stephen King, Greg Louganis, Jessica
Lynch, Colin Powell, Salman Rushdie, Martin Sheen,
Henry Winkler, and many more. The volume closes
with an historical timeline, a list of films related to the
achievements of these superstars, and a general
bibliography. In addition to inspiring students to
succeed against all odds, the book promotes respect
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for diversity and explores a host of social issues
related to religious prejudice, eating disorders,
medical conditions, poverty, and other concerns.

Room
Intended for nurses, doctors, midwives, social
workers, chaplains, and hospital support staff, this
guide gives caring and practical advice for helping
families grieve properly after losing a child at birth. As
the special needs of families experiencing perinatal
loss are intense and require more than just the
bereavement standards in most hospitals, this
handbook offers tips and suggestions for opening up
communication between caregivers and families,
creating a compassionate bedside environment, and
helping with mourning rituals. Encouraging continual
grief support, these specific companioning strategies
can help ease the pain of this most sensitive situation.

The Sh!t No One Tells You About Baby #2
Tells the story of a child's abuse at the hands of his
alcoholic mother

The Mindful Mom-to-Be
Turn needle felting into an adventure on your sewing
machine! Combine wool fibers with silks, cottons,
yarns and embellishments in five projects.

Cultivate
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‘I wait for his boots to drop. They fall on Floor, one
thump, two thumps, that’s how I know he’s going to
get into Bed with Ma now and make it squeak. I count
the squeaks because I’m excellent at numbers. I have
to count, I can’t lose count, if I lose count I don’t know
what. 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10’ Kidnapped as a
teenage girl, Ma has been locked inside a purpose
built room in her captor’s garden for seven years. Her
five-year-old son, Jack, has no concept of the world
outside and happily exists inside Room with the help
of Ma’s games and his vivid imagination where
objects like Rug, Lamp and TV are his only friends.
But for Ma the time has come to escape and face their
biggest challenge to date: the world outside Room.

Metalsmithing for Jewelry Makers
Pat Sloan--popular teacher, designer, and online radioshow host--teaches all you need to know to create
triangles with ease. Take your skills to the next level
with this second book in her beginner-friendly "Teach
Me" series. You'll discover 13 different ways to sew
triangles--at least one method will be just right for
you! Learn to successfully sew half-square and
quarter-square triangles, 60-degree triangles, flying
geese, and more Gain confidence and get all your
questions answered--Pat shares tons of tips
throughout Spotlight triangles in 12 exciting patterns,
ranging from small wall hangings to lap quilts to a bedsized design

Engaging Students
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A guidebook for students who enjoy the exploration of
new horizons through practical experimentation, and
a rewarding read for any enquiring mind. Eleven
easily structured experiments thoroughly test Billy
Meier's controversial WCUFO photos finally laying to
rest the little model theory. The tests conclusively
evince two large craft, one around three and a half
meters in diameter and the other around seven
meters in diameter. Anyone with an open, skeptical
mind who enjoys practical, analytical, and
straightforward tests and discovery will gain much
from this book. One intention of this book, apart from
just coming to grips with these enigmatic photos, is
for it to function as a possible guidebook for young
scientists and students. This guide can work as a
textbook, a supplementary text, extracurricular
material, or in any way deemed useful to the reader
or student. The eleven practical and scientific
experiments it presents could constitute part of a
science course for high school or college students. It
is also for the curious, and people interested in
following a scientific procedure to arrive at certain
facts or truths. We suggest students, experimenters,
or armchair readers use this book as a scientist
conducting any or all of the eleven experiments and
analyses in it. Ideally, to successfully perform these
experiments, readers should possess, or have
available the core competencies explained in the
Introduction; but most importantly, to have curiosity
and an open, critical, and skeptical mind ready for
experimentation and discovery of the facts and truth
concerning the WCUFO. The book is also intended to
help those with an interest in the Billy Meier case
better understand the nature of these WCUFO
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photographs, and to shed some much-needed
understanding of the truth regarding at least some of
these famous - and most controversial - UFO
photographs.

Needle-Felting Magic
Greet each season with beloved designer Pat Sloan
leading the way! Pat's clear instructions and
encouraging "You can do it!" attitude make this
collection of seasonal projects a snap to create.
Choose from 14 simple patchwork and applique
projects for: -- Spring: stitch a bouquet of scrap-happy
tulips -- Summer: make a pillow in sky blues and
sunny yellows -- Fall: harvest a fun pumpkin wall quilt
-- Winter: get cozy with a Nordic-style snowflake quilt
Each season offers something special to
celebrate--and Pat's easy-to-make projects will help
you to welcome each turn of the calendar page. She'll
be cheering you on every step of the way!

Weekly World News
Expert teacher and quilt designer Pat Sloan guides
you through each and every step as you make your
first quilt. Pat's easy-to-follow instructions and more
than 140 clear how-to photos make it fun to start,
stitch, and finish nine classic blocks and nine simple
quilt projects--even if you're an absolute beginner.
Learn the basics, from selecting notions and cutting
fabric to machine sewing to quilting and binding, all
from a skilled instructor with a warm, patient teaching
style.
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Fashion Embroidery
From basic quilting and finishing techniques with tips
on two-color quilting to working with fabric dies and
choosing fabric and batting, [this] offers a
comprehensive guide to every aspect of this
traditional quilting method. Plus, learn the history of
'Turkey red' fabric, create your own red and white
home decor with projects and patterns for 14 finished
designs and explore a gallery of historic red-and-white
quilts for even more inspiration.

Severance
The author of Good Hair and Plaited Glory turns her
attention to the increasingly popular style of
dreadlocks, in a whimsical guide to hair care for
African-American women, covering everything from
preparing for the haircut to keeping locks healthy,
illustrating each stage of growth and offering tips on
dealing with the special challenges of the style.
Original. 12,500 first printing.

Red & White Quilting
Pat Sloan's Teach Me to Sew Triangles
Presents step-by-step instructions for creating a
variety of metal jewelry items, with information on
tools, metals and their uses, surface treatments, and
specialist techniques.
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Memory Book Our Baby Girl's First Year
Our Baby Girl's First Year is a sweet, inspirational
memory book capturing the precious memories of a
baby girl's first year.Our Baby Girl's First Year
captures the precious memories of baby's first year. It
offers space to record memorable moments and
milestones like her first steps and her first tooth,
scrapbooking pages for photographs, and a special
keepsake pocket for baby' hospital bracelet or a lock
of hair from her first haircut.

The Art of Beadwork
Photography tips for moms and dads on how to take
everyday portraits of children Celebrated
photographer and best-selling author Me Ra Koh
provides step-by-step instruction on photographing
your family and taking pictures of your child. As a
companion book to Your Baby in Pictures, Your Child
in Pictures helps you learn to capture your child's
special moments with 40 beautiful “photo recipes”
that anyone can do, with any camera. From first
haircuts to first days of school, from snuggly teddy
bears to favorite dress-up clothes, the toddler and
childhood years are full of precious days that
disappear all too soon. What parent doesn’t yearn to
freeze the memory of their 2-year-old’s chubby
cheeks, or their 6-year-old’s toothless grin? From the
Trade Paperback edition.

A Child Called It
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Eib shares amazing, true stories of those who have
been through cancer and discovers that when God
and cancer meet, hope is never far away. This book is
packed with a daily dose of encouragement.
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ROMANCE ACTION & ADVENTURE MYSTERY &
THRILLER BIOGRAPHIES & HISTORY CHILDREN’S
YOUNG ADULT FANTASY HISTORICAL FICTION
HORROR LITERARY FICTION NON-FICTION SCIENCE
FICTION
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